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MADE IN ITALY

AQUILA CORDE ARMONICHE AND ITS FOUNDER, MIMMO
PERUFFO
Aquila Corde was born in the 1990s out of the
researches of the string manufacturer (and amateur
lute maker and player) Mimmo Peruffo. From his
researches in museums across Europe, he was able
to formulate and convincingly establish the theory
that ‘loaded’ or impregnated gut strings were used
for bass strings on lutes in the 17th century.
This solution gave a richness of sound to bass strings
at a time when wound metal strings (an innovation of the later 17th century) had
not yet been invented.
FOUR MILK WHITE STRINGS
In 1997 Mimmo Peruffo patented and introduced to the market strings of
NYLGUT®, a synthetic material that offers a good substitute for gut on plucked
instruments, greatly improving their performance when compared to nylon
strings used until then. This material, designed initially for lutes, was soon used
on classical guitars and later on ukuleles. Since 2002, Aquila Corde Armoniche
has offered in its catalogue more than 60 different
products for ukulele, not only establishing itself
in a very short time as a leader in this market, but
strongly contributing to today’s ukulele revival.

OUR EXTRUDER: AS AN IDEA TAKES SHAPE
In 2011, in the spirit of research and his tireless curiosity, Mimmo purchased a
bespoke extruding machine, which has allowed the creation of some products
completely new in concept:
• BIONYLON®: a nylon produced exclusively by plants
• RED SERIES®: a revolutionary concept taken from
loaded gut strings, our main Early Music product.
By adjusting the specific weight of the material
for each string without the use of metal coating,
a homogeneous feeling across the four ukulele
strings, the low G string included, is achieved,
without the need for strings of different kinds or
the annoying increase in diameter in the bass
strings, which creates problems of timbre and intonation.
• SUPER NYLGUT®: as the name implies, an upgrade to the historic NYLGUT®,
which improves its performance considerably.
In the last two years, we have started collaborations with a number of prestigious
brands, leading to the realization of lines in cobranding with D’Addario, Bow Brand, Hohner, Kala
Brand, Goldtone, iUke, Aurora, and others.

NEW NYLGUT®

Tone: Neutral
Complexity: Rich
Projection: Loud

The NEW NYLGUT® is the first product developed and
patented by Aquila. NEW NYLGUT® is neither common
nylon, nor ‘carbon’ (fluorocarbon fishing line or PVDF),
nor a mix of them. It is a plastic compound of three different
components. Compared to nylon, NEW NYLGUT®
produces a better sound and stays in tune longer, this
because the moisture absorption is less than 0.1% against
the 2.0% of Nylon normally employed for the musical
strings (i.e. Du Pont Tynex® polyammide 6-12).
Due to its higher density, similar to that of pure gut (1.30
gr/cm3), NEW NYLGUT® produces a better sound than
nylon and that is not so metallic as that of the so-called
‘carbon’ (fluorocarbon) PVDF strings.
In other words, NEW NYLGUT® is probably the first
genuine synthetic gut in the world.
The NEW NYLGUT® assures:
1. Better sound than nylon or PVDF, similar to GENUINE
GUT strings;
2. More accurate fret intonation due to the precisely
gauged material;
3. Very stable intonation under moisture changes.

UKULELE STRINGS

NEW NYLGUT®

CONCERT

SOPRANO

size

tuning
Key of C – GCEA
Key of D – ADF#B
In Fifths – mandolin tuning
Single strings
Key of C – GCEA
In Fifths – mandolin tuning
Single strings

TENOR

Key of C – GCEA
DGBE
Key of C – GCEA

DGBE (low D)
GCEA

BANJO
UKE

Single strings
GCEA

IUKE
MINIUKE

BARITONE

Single strings

GCEA

set / strings
SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G
SOPRANO SET Low G
SOPRANO SET high A
SOPRANO SET GDAe
4th Low G
CONCERT SET high G

code
4U
5U
33U
30U
6U
7U
55U
8U
31U
9U
45U
46U

set composition
NEW NYLGUT®
1 wound
NEW NYLGUT®
1 wound
Wound
NEW NYLGUT®
1 RED SERIES® (3rd string)
1 wound
2 wound
Wound
Wound
Wound

TENOR SET Low G
TENOR SET high D
TENOR SET 6 strings – gCcEAa
TENOR SET 8 strings – GgCcEEAA
4th Low G

10U
13U
15U
11U
17U
19U
16U

NEW NYLGUT®
1 RED SERIES® (3rd string)
1 wound
1 RED SERIES®
1 RED SERIES®
1 RED SERIES®
Wound

BARITONE SET 4 strings
BARITONE SET 6 strings – DGgBee
BARITONE SET 8 strings – DdGgbbee
BARITONE SET high G
3rd aluminium wound
4th D

21U
24U
26U
23U
49U
22U

2 wound
2 RED SERIES®
2 RED SERIES®
NEW NYLGUT®
Wound
Wound

BANJO UKE SET high G

42U
28U

NEW NYLGUT®
1 RED SERIES® (3rd string)

IUKE / MINIUKE SET standard

95U

NEW NYLGUT®

IUKE / MINIUKE SET Piccolo tuning
(high octave)

94U

NEW NYLGUT®

CONCERT SET Low G
CONCERT SET CGDA
4th Low G
3rd mandola tuning G
4th mandola tuning C
TENOR SET high G

UKULELE STRINGS

SUPER NYLGUT®
SUPER NYLGUT® sets: enjoy your playing with a superb
new look and a better sound performance. This is the
upgraded version of our famous NYLGUT® strings: SUPER
NYLGUT® ukulele strings have a charming natural pearl
colour and a very smooth and polished surface feeling. So
pleasant for your eyes and for your fingers! It is less stretchy
than any previous version of NYLGUT® resulting in a faster
settling down to the desired tuning when new, and ease of
maintaining stable tuning. SUPER NYLGUT® is stronger
Tone: Neutral
and does not suffer damage from sharp edges of the nuts, or
Complexity: Very Rich marks from frets or from nails. Get all these improvements
Projection: Very Loud together with the wonderful richness of tone which made
our NYLGUT® a success! Amazing!

UKULELE STRINGS

SUPER NYLGUT®

TENOR

CONCERT

SOPRANO

size

tuning
Key of C – GCEA
Single strings

Key of C – GCEA
Single strings

Key of C – GCEA
Single strings

code

set / strings

set’s composition

SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G

100U

SOPRANO SET Low G

101U

SUPE NYLGUT® (1 WOUND)

Low G

70U

RED SERIES®

CONCERT REGULAR SET high G

103U

SUPER NYLGUT®

CONCERTO SET Low G

104U

SUPER NYLGUT® (1 WOUND)

Low G

71U

RED SERIES®

TENOR REGULAR SET high G

106U

SUPER NYLGUT®

SUPER NYLGUT®

TENOR SET Low G

107U

SUPER NYLGUT® (1 WOUND)

Low G

72U

RED SERIES®

UKULELE STRINGS

LAVA SERIES®

Tone: Neutral
Complexity: Rich
Projection: Loud

Aquila Corde Armoniche presents
the NEW LAVA SERIES® ukulele
strings.
A grey-black string coloured with a
touch of mother-of-pearl inspired by
volcanic rocks.
Our LAVA SERIES®, naturally
inspired by volcano, a Hawaiian
symbol of new life, is our respectful
homage to the Hawaiian people
who made the ukulele famous
worldwide, sharing their happiness
with thousands of people all around
the world.
LAVA SERIES® strings maintain
mechanical and sound properties
identical to our famous white-pearl
SUPER NYLGUT® ukulele strings.
Enjoy!

UKULELE STRINGS

LAVA SERIES®
description

code

set’s composition

Set Soprano High G

110U

SUPER NYLGUT®

Set Soprano Low G

111U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(1 wound string)

Set Concert High G

112U

SUPER NYLGUT®

Set Concert Low G

113U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(1 wound string)

Set Tenor High G

114U

SUPER NYLGUT®

Set Tenor Low G

115U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(1 wound string)

Tenor set 6 strings – gCcEAa

118U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(1 wound string)

Tenor set 8 strings -GgCcEEAA

119U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(1 wound string)

Baritone DGBE (low D) BARITONE SET 4 strings

116U

SUPER NYLGUT®
(2 wound strings)

Baritone GCEA High G Baritone GCEA High G (no wound)

117U

no wound

SOPRANO

tuning
Key of C – GCEA

CONCERT

size

Key of C – GCEA

TENOR

Key of C – GCEA

BARITONE

Key of C – GCEA

UKULELE STRINGS

RED SERIES®
RED SERIES® Sets: these give a unique feeling and a strong,
consistent sound. Until now, it was necessary to increase
the gauge of a string for it to produce a lower-pitched note.
But increasing the string’s diameter also increases internal
dampening. That makes the string less bright, less responsive
and more muffled; the thicker the string, the duller the sound.
Our revolutionary new approach
— unique to us — changes the
specific weight of the material,
Tone: Bright
increasing it progressively to leave
Complexity: Very Rich the gauge almost unchanged.
Projection: Very Loud The result is amazing: instruments
sound brighter, more powerful
and more responsive through
the entire range of the fret board.
The strings also maintain their
intonation better, because thicker
strings need to be fretted harder,
pulling them further out of tune.
RED SERIES® sets provide
superior performance over traditional strings for musicians
who love bright sounds and powerful voicing across the full
scale of the instrument.

UKULELE STRINGS

RED SERIES®

CONCERT

SOPRANO

size

set / strings
SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G
SOPRANO SET Low G
4th Low G
4th Low G

code
83U
84U
70U
134U

set composition
RED SERIES®
RED SERIES®
RED SERIES®
RED WOUND ®

CONCERT REGULAR SET high G
CONCERT SET Low G
3rd C
4th Low G
4th w. Low G

85U
86U
77U
71U
135U

RED SERIES®
RED WOUND ®
RED SERIES®
RED SERIES®
RED WOUND ®

TENOR REGULAR SET high G
TENOR SET Low G
3rd C
4th Low G
4th W. Low G
1st A unwound Tenor 6 strings
4th G unwound Tenor 8 strings

87U
88U
78U
72U
136U
75U
76U

RED SERIES®
RED WOUND ®
RED SERIES®
RED SERIES®
RED WOUND ®
RED SERIES®
RED SERIES®

BARITONE REGULAR SET DGBE

89U

G & D wound

GCEA

BANJO UKE SET high G

90U

RED SERIES®

Single strings

3rd C

79U

RED SERIES®

tuning
Key of C – GCEA
Single strings
Single W strings
Key of C – GCEA
Single strings

Single strings

BANJO
UKE

BARITONE

TENOR

key of C – GCEA

UKULELE STRINGS

BIONYLON®
BIONYLON® is the first eco-friendly synthetic string in the
world. These Ukulele strings are made of rounded, smooth
BIONYLON® monofilaments — a new material discovered
by us — that also boasts excellent acoustic and mechanical
properties.

Tone: Warm
Complexity: Rich
Projection: Neutral

The BIONYLON® raw material is 68% plant-derived castor
oil; this allows a reduction of more than 50% in carbon
dioxide emissions in the atmosphere during polymersynthesis compared to other common nylons employed for
musical strings. Warm and mellow performances!

UKULELE STRINGS

BIONYLON®

SOPRANO

Key of C – GCEA

CONCERT

tuning

Key of C – GCEA

TENOR

size

Key of C – GCEA

Single strings

Single strings

Single strings

set / strings

code

set composition

SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G

57U

BIONYLON®

SOPRANO SET Low G

58U

1 wound

Low G

6U

Wound

CONCERT REGULAR SET high G

59U

BIONYLON®

CONCERT SET Low G

60U

1 wound

Low G

9U

Wound

TENOR REGULAR SET high G

63U

BIONYLON®

TENOR SET Low G

65U

1 wound

Low G

16U

Wound

UKULELE STRINGS

GENUINE GUT
When the ukulele appeared, the
only musical strings available were
gut strings, made out of the outer
membrane of sheep gut. At that
time, there were no producers of gut
strings in America, so strings had to
come from Europe, and in Europe
the strings were made by craftsmen
from Abruzzi, Italy. They eventually
Tone: Neutral
moved in other towns such as Paris,
Complexity: Very Rich Offenbach, Lyon, Padua or Naples,
but they all had their origin in the
Projection: Quiet
same little village in the Majella
mountains. So good strings were very hard to get and very
expensive! The two top strings of the violin came in double
lengths, being also the two top strings of a guitar. And from these
two top strings, as we learn from many instruction books of the
times, and down till the 1950s, we could derive the four strings
of the ukulele. This is a reason why it was tuned with the high
4th, so they didn’t have to look for wound strings, then even
more expensive, and they didn’t need a different technology
for just that one last string. Strings were polished by hand with
sandstone; they were very rough and the gauge was not precise,
very often they were false and they lasted… almost a couple of
days if you were lucky and you played gently…

Play Like
the
Original
Ukers.

Replicate that classic
ukulele sound with Aquila
Geniune Gut Strings.

Aquila Strings
learn more
at- Vicenza, Italy - Factory Tour ...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_Cwe_pz0Uo

AquilaCorde.com

http://kaywa.me/6Sb4p

UKULELE STRINGS
Download the Kaywa QR Code Reader (App Store &Android Market) and scan your code!

GENUINE GUT
With the production of modern synthetic materials and in particular nylon (1938),
musical strings could finally be cheap, long-lasting and with high stability under
atmospheric changes. But something important was lost: the special feel and the
capacity to imitate human voice of gut strings. This quality for decades could not be
recovered. Made by hand as before, the gut strings of these sets allow you to enjoy
the authentic sounds of the ‘Roaring Twenties’.
Aquila Corde Armoniche started out making strings for lutes and baroque violins,
and it is one of the few companies which still makes gut strings, trying to make
them the old way. Thanks to the inexhaustible interest in research of its founder,
Mimmo Peruffo, you can get from Aquila Corde gut strings, which reproduce what
the first ukers in Hawaii could get. But with accurate gauge and texture!
We are interested in a recovery as exact as possible not only of the string technology
of the time but especially the forgotten sounds that we can now enjoy in old
recordings only. To achieve our goal we had to undertake research that might be
described as ‘archaeological’ which included the collection and measurement of
ukulele gut strings of different set-ups of that time.
If you have an historical uke and you want to know how it played originally or if
you want something special for your collection of oldies, these strings will provide
you a unique experience of the old times!
set / strings

code

set composition

1U

GENUINE GUT

size

tuning

SOPRANO

Key of C – GCEA SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G

BANJO UKE

Key of C – GCEA BANJO UKE SOPRANO REGULAR SET high G 43U

UKULELE STRINGS

GENUINE GUT

SOPRANO

SET high G
Key of C – GCEA
SET Low G
Key of D – ADF#B SET high A
In Fifths
mandolin tuning SET GDAe
Single strings
4th Low G RED SERIES®
4th Wound Low G
Key of C – GCEA

SET high G

CONCERT

SET Low G
In Fifths
mandolin tuning

Single strings

Key of C – GCEA

SET CGDA
3rd C
4th Low G RED SERIES®
4th Wound Low G
3rd mandola tuning G
4th mandola tuning C
SET high G
SET Low G

TENOR

DGBE
Key of C – GCEA

Single strings

SET high D
SET 6 strings
gCcEAa
SET 8 strings
GgCcEEAA
3rd C
4th Low G RED SERIES®
4th Wound Low G
1st A unwound
Tenor 6 strings
4th G unwound
Tenor 8 strings

NEW
NYLGUT®
4U
5U*
33U

RED
SUPER
LAVA
BIONYLGUT® SERIES® SERIES® NLON®
100U
110U
83U
57U
101U*
111U*
84U
58U*

30U*
6U*
7U
55U-3rd
RED SERIES®
8U*
31U
2 wound
strings
9U*
45U*
46U*
10U
13U-3rd
RED SERIES®
15U*
11U
1 RED SERIES®
17U
1 RED SERIES®
19U
1 RED SERIES®

103U

112U

70U
134U**
85U

59U

104U*

113U*

86U

60U*

77U
71U
135U**
106U

114U

87U

63U

107U*

115U*

88U

65U*

118U*
119U*

16U*

UKULELE STRINGS – All sets

78U
72U
136U**
75U
76U

GENUINE
GUT®
1U

SET 4 strings

BARITONE

DGBE (low D)

GCEA

Single strings

NEW
NYLGUT®
21U
2 wound
strings

SET 6 strings
DGgBee

24U
2 RED SERIES®

SET 8 strings
DdGgbbee

26U
2 RED SERIES®

SUPER
LAVA
NYLGUT® SERIES®
116U
2 wound
strings

SET high G

23U

3rd aluminium wound

49U*

73U

4th D

22U*

74U

3rd G for 6 and 8
strings tuning

108U

BANJO/UKE
IUKE/MINIUKE

109U
42U

Single strings

GCEA

UKE SET high G

90U

28U
3rd
RED SERIES®

3rd C

79U

IUKE / MINIUKE
SET standard

95U

IUKE / MINIUKE SET
Piccolo tuning
(high octave)

94U

*1 wound

GENUINE
GUT®

117U

4th G unwound
Tenor 8 strings
GCEA

RED
BIOSERIES® NLON®
89U**
2 wound
strings

** 1 red wound

UKULELE STRINGS – All sets

43U

BASS UKULELE THUNDERGUT®
THUNDERGUT® is a special material developed by us that
assures performance superior to the common polyurethane
or silicon rubber bass strings available in the market.
THUNDERGUT® assures fast and stable tuning and
powerful performance with percussive sound.
The 4 strings set is designed for Kala u bass & Ashbory bass
only (of 18” till 21” scale).

code

set

68U

4 STRING SET GDAE

69U

5 STRING SET BGDAE SCALE 23,5”

BASS UKULELE

BASS UKULELE THUNDER REDS®
The THUNDER REDS® sets: a unique look and a strong,
consistent sound.
Until now, it was necessary to increase the gauge of a string
for it to produce a lower-pitched note. Increasing the string’s
diameter, however, also increases internal dampening.
That makes the string less bright, less responsive and more
muffled: the thicker the string, the duller the sound.
Our revolutionary new approach changes the specific
weight of the material, increasing it progressively to
maintain the same gauge.
The THUNDER REDS® assure sustain and volume
code

set

91U

4 STRING SET EADG

SHORT SCALE BASS

RUBINO SET®
A unique look and a strong, consistent sound. Until now,
it was necessary to increase the gauge of a string for it to
produce a lower-pitched note. But increasing the string’s
diameter also means to increase the internal dampening.
That makes the string less bright, less responsive and more
muffled: the thicker the string, the duller the sound. Our
revolutionary new approach changes the specific weight of
the material, increasing it progressively keeping the gauge
as far as possible almost unchanged.
The result is amazing: the instrument sounds brighter,
more powerful and more responsive through the entire
range of the fretboard. The strings also maintain their
intonation better (because thicker strings need to be fretted
harder, pulling them farther out of tune).
Until now, this result was reached only with harps, where
the length of the strings varies across the instrument.
Our Rubino Series sets provide superior performance over
traditional strings for musicians who love bright sounds
and powerful voicing across the full scale of the instrument.
You never heard a sound like this before, simply because
before it did not exist.
code

set type

tension

134C

RUBINO SET®

Normal

CLASSICAL GUITAR

ALABASTRO SET®
Until the mid-20th century all treble guitar strings were
made of gut, a material that had been used since ancient
times and that combines prompt attack and excellent
performance qualities. A fundamental aim of our research
has therefore been to design a new synthetic product having
the same acoustic properties as gut, but without its typical
defects (high cost, short lifetime, high instability under
moisture changes). Our SUPER NYLGUT® has precisely all
these good qualities without all these defects. Its features
include promptness of attack, excellent performance
qualities and a truly remarkable stability of intonation
under moisture changes. The Alabastro Basses, wound
with high quality-silver-plated copper, consist of a SUPER
NYLGUT® multifilament core that ensures not only a high
resistance to tensile stress but also a low absorption of
both atmospheric humidity and sweat. Sets come in three
tensions: Light, Normal and Superior.
Colour: gut colour and pearl.
code
97C

98C
19C
21C

20C
22C

set type

tension

ALABASTRO SET®

Light

ALABASTRO BASSES®

Light

ALABASTRO SET®

Normal

ALABASTRO BASSES®

Normal

ALABASTRO SET®

Superior

ALABASTRO BASSES®

Superior

CLASSICAL GUITAR

PERLA SET®
BIONYLON® is the first eco-friendly synthetic string in the
world. The first three strings are made of rounded, smooth
BIONYLON® monofilament — a new material discovered
by us — that also boasts excellent acoustic and mechanical
properties.
The BIONYLON® raw material is 68% plant-derived castor
oil; this allows a reduction of more than 50% in carbon
dioxide emissions in the atmosphere during polymersynthesis compared to other common nylons employed for
musical strings.
The bass strings, wound with high quality-silver-plated
copper, consist of a NEW NYLGUT® multifilament core
that ensures not only a high resistance to tensile stress but
also a moisture low absorption. This allows a rapid and
stable intonation under moisture changes.

code

set type

tension

37C

PERLA SET®

Normal

39C

PERLA BASSES®

Normal

38C

PERLA SET

Superior

40C

PERLA BASSES®

®

CLASSICAL GUITAR

Superior

AMBR A 2000 SET®
In the past, guitar strings were manufactured exclusively
using gut for trebles and wound strings on a silk core for
basses. Their acoustical performance was completely
different from modern guitar set-up.
Main features of historical set-ups were a strong tonal
presence, response and brightness, thanks to gut treble strings
while the basses gave an exquisitely more solid and vocal
sound, in other words more focused on fundamental note.
Our Ambra 2000 set was born from the wish to search for
sounds similar to these, now lost, which first made the guitar
great. The set is available in one tension only and is composed
of SUPER NYLGUT® natural pearl color for the trebles and
silver-plated copper wound on a multifilament NYLGUT®
core for the basses. We looked for a balance between metal and
core which would recreate a warm and percussive sound. The
presence of more low frequencies (which are little absorbed in
performances) ensures better projection in the concert hall.
code

tension

108C

Normal

10 STRING GUITAR SETS®
code

set type

tension

92C

10 strings Classical guitar baroque tuning ABCDEADgbe

Normal

109C

10 strings Classical guitar Yepes tuning F#G#ACEADgbe

Normal

CLASSICAL GUITAR

FLAMENCO GUITAR GR ANATO SERIES
A unique look and a strong, consistent sound.
Until now, it was necessary to increase the gauge of a string
for it to produce a lower-pitched note. But increasing the
string’s diameter also increases the internal dampening.
That makes the string less bright, less responsive and more
muffled: the thicker the string, the duller the sound. Our
revolutionary new approach changes the specific weight of
the material, increasing it progressively keeping the gauge
as far as possible almost unchanged.
The result is amazing: the instrument sounds brighter,
more powerful and more responsive through the entire
range of the fretboard. The strings also maintain their
intonation better (because thicker strings need to be fretted
harder, pulling them farther out of tune).
Until now, this result was reached only with harps, where
the length of the strings varies across the instrument.
Our Granato Series set provides superior performance over
traditional Flamenco strings for musicians who love bright
sounds and powerful voicing across the full scale of the
instrument.
You never heard a sound like this before, simply because
before it did not exist.
code

set

135C

Set

136C

Trebles

CLASSICAL GUITAR

AS GOOD AS IT SOUNDS
Discover Aquila’s Classical Guitar Strings
on the latest Laura Mondiello recording “La
Guitare et L’Organiste” on Milano Dischi.
Learn more at aquilacorde.com

SOUTH AMERICAN AND SPANISH INSTRUMENTS
code

tension

2CH

set type
CHARANGO
ee,aa,Ee,cc,gg
CHARANGO
ee,aa,Ee,cc,gg

4CH

CUATRO venezuelano
B, F#, D, A

Normal

1CH

5CH
13CH

7CH

medium
light

TIMPLE CANARIO
SOPRANO SET:
D (cantino), A, E, C, G
TIMPLE CANARIO
CONCERT SET:
D (cantino), A, E, C, G

Normal
Normal

HATUN CHARANGO,
7 strings (six single + one double string)

OTHER SETS

Normal

GUITALELE, GUILELE
code

tuning

vibrating length (cm)

96C

a; e; c; G; D; A

42

BANJO AND MINISTREL BANJO
code

7B

set
NEW NYLGUT®
5 STRING TIMELESS BANJO DBGDG Tuning (all Nylgut )
NEW NYLGUT®
5 STRING TIMELESS BANJO DBGDG Tuning (all Nylgut)
NEW NYLGUT®
5 STRING TIMELESS BANJO DBGDG Tuning
NEW NYLGUT®
5 STRING TIMELESS BANJO DBGDG Tuning
NEW NYLGUT®
MINSTREL BANJO SET (for Briggs dGDF#A tuning only)

11B

RED SERIES 5 STRINGS BANJO SET DGBDG

5B
6B
1B
2B

OTHER SETS

tension
Medium
Light
Medium
(1 RED SERIES® 4th)
Light
(1 RED SERIES® 4th)
Medium

normal

OUD
code

strings

13 O

Arabic tuning (3.4 Kg per string)

cc; gg: dd; AA; FF; C

61 O

Iraqi tuning, floating bridge

ff; cc; gg; DD; AA; F

code

strings

43 O

Arabic 1st cc (.56 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

44 O

Arabic 2nd gg (.73 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

62 O

Iraqi 1st ff (.50 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

63 O

Iraqi 2nd cc (.64 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

64 O

Iraqi 3rd gg (.82 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

code

tension

1O

(3.4 Kg per string)

17 O

dd 1st (.52 mm NEW NYLGUT )

18 O

aa 2nd (.70 mm NEW NYLGUT®)

SINGLE STRINGS

TURKISH OUD & SINGLE STRINGS
dd; aa; ee; BB; AA; E
®

OTHER SETS
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Aquila Corde Armoniche Srl

via Aviano, 16 - 36030 Caldogno (VI) - Italy
mail / aquila@aquilacorde.com
tel / +39 0444 986972
www.aquilacorde.com

